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Foreword
This document, RAI Amsterdam – Safe, Responsible and Hospitable, presents
our rules and guidelines for organising and facilitating trade exhibitions,
conferences, shows and meetings in our complex. It is intended for everyone who
is involved with events in the RAI and describes how these can be held in a safe and
responsible manner in light of the Covid-19 outbreak. Everything revolves around
ensuring the health of all who come to the RAI.
Since the day we first opened our doors in 1893 the RAI has been renowned as a
place where safety and hospitality are given the highest priority. With 125 years of
experience in organising and facilitating events, and the associated security and
crowd management, we have built up an exceptionally strong position. Today we
welcome an average of 1.5 million visitors a year to around 500 events.
RAI Amsterdam is known as the leading international exhibition and conference
organisation in the Netherlands.
We had already enhanced our safety policy in January 2020, well before
coronavirus was first detected in the Netherlands. Designed to further protect
organisers, exhibitors, visitors, suppliers and our personnel, this upgrade was
compiled together with the authorities and our clients.
All exhibition and conference centres in the Netherlands had to instantly close their
doors to the public in March 2020 when the government instituted an
‘intelligent lockdown’ policy. This applied also to the RAI. Since June 2020, a part of
our venue is in use as a Covid-19 test location. Later on also as a Covid-19
vaccination location.
Update January 26 2022
The new Dutch government guidelines do mean a change to the opening hours at
the RAI, starting January 26th, for the next three weeks the opening hours will be
from 05.00 to 22.00 at the latest. The one-and-a-half meter rule and wearing a
face mask are mandatory again.
A maximum number of 1,250 visitors per indoor space will apply to events, with
fixed seating for visitors such as congresses.
Together we are able to bring people back together safely and let them experience
the power of connections in both the physical as well as the virtual world.
We wish you lots of inspiration and pleasure in the RAI.
Amsterdam

Paul Riemens				
CEO RAI Amsterdam

Maurits van der Sluis
COO RAI Amsterdam

Rules
and guidelines
specific to
exhibitors
In the general regulations and protocols
you can read which regulations we have
drawn up to prevent the spread of the
coronavirus. These regulations apply to
everyone who is visiting the RAI complex,
including you as an exhibitor. With this we
provide a framework to guarantee a safe
trade fair participation.

Update September '21
(still in effect November 2021)
Since the summer of 2021, a Covid entry
pass is used for visitors of events in the
Netherlands. The same policy also applies to
you as an organiser and also to your
exhibitors.
Our policy of RAI Amsterdam with regard to
the corona entry pass can be found here:
https://www.rai.nl/en/coronavirus/visiting/
This document contains basic information
on the use of the entry pass as well as
information on the few remaining measures
for exhibitors.

In addition to these rules, it is always
important to follow the directions on site.

Update January 26-2022
The new Dutch government guidelines do mean a change to the opening hours at the RAI,
starting Januari 26th, for the next three weeks the opening hours will be from 05:00 to
22:00 at the latest. This means that any scheduled evening programmes are cancelled.
For all events the one-and-a-half-meter and the wearing of face masks is mandatory again.
A maximum number of 1.250 visitors per indoor space will apply to events, with fixed seating
for visitors such as congresses.

Transport

Would you like to know more about the
rules and guidelines regarding traveling
to and from the Netherlands? Please
check our website for practical
information for the exhibitor for safe
participation:
https://www.rai.nl/en/organising/
coronavirus/
If you come to the RAI by car, follow the
signs and directions of the traffic staff.
When using public transport in the
Netherlands, be aware that wearing a
face mask in mandatory.

Catering

Updated November 2021
Catering is still possible in two ways.
With prepackaged take-a-way products
or on fixed locations with mandatory
seating.

Take-a-way

Updated November 2021
On several places in the RAI take-a-way
couters will be available. The food is
portion-packed and
beverages are pre-packaged or served in
disposable units. RAI staff in contact with
food and beverages will wear gloves.
These take-a-way counters will be
available during the whole day, this way
there will be no specific coffee
break or lunch break scheduled. This
means no peak moments, no queuing.

Build-up and breakdown

Everyone who comes to the RAI must
register in advance. Of course, this also
applies during construction and
dismantling. For you as an exhibitor, but
also for your suppliers and/or stand
builders. This is checked at all entrances.

Disinfection gel is available at all
entrances. You are responsible for
cleaning and/or disinfecting your material
during construction and dismantling as
well as during the event.
RAI Traffic Regulations always apply. You
can find this on the RAI Amsterdam
website or the event you are participating
in. Trucks, lorries and vans that do not fit
in our garage will be directed to a buffer
area on RAI grounds or at a remote buffer
area to avoid congestion at the loading
dock doors.

Corona entry pass
In order to gain access to the event, you
must be able to show a valid corona entry
pass next to an entry ticket and proof of
identity. In the Netherlands this is possible
with the CoronaCheck app that shows
the EU Digital Covid Certificate (DCC) via
a QR code. You will receive this certificate
if you have been fully vaccinated, tested
negatively* or have recovered from
Covid-19. A valid paper version is also
accepted. Please note that a vaccination
registration card (intended for your own
administration) or ‘yellow booklet’ (form
of vaccination passport) are not valid
documents.
Visitors from countries outside the EU
usually do not have a DCC and gain
access with a valid corona entry pass on
paper. In the case of full vaccination, it is
important to know that this proof is only
valid if the vaccine is recognised by the
European Union and/or WHO, and is
drawn up in a European language.

* A negative test is valid for 24 hours to
gain access. Testing can be done at the RAI
via ‘Testing for Access’:
www.testenvooraccess.org

Health check
Everyone who wants to enter the venue
answers five health questions. If these
questions are all answered with a “no”,
access will be granted. If you answer with
a "yes" to one of these questions, the
person in question indicates that he has
symptoms that may indicate Covid-19.
We appeal to everyone's responsibility to
answer these questions honestly. This is
for the safety and well-being of all those
present.

Hygiene
You can find signs with the hygiene
regulations at several strategic places.
Among others, at toilets and catering
points.

Layout and floor plans
of the exhibition and
your stand
For the trade fair or exhibition in which you
are participating, aisles of 4 metres wide
are set up, which will are usually laid-out in
a cross in halls to be used in both
directions, as seen below.

Experience and space
RAI Amsterdam is specifically designed
to host events and to manage visitors to
their site subject to strict local authority,
security policies and international safety
standards.
RAI Amsterdam is experienced in
organising and facilitating events.
We have ample space to ensure all
events are safe for exhibitors and
visitors.
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